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We present experimental evidence for pronounced electron transfer from C to F+ happening during the
breakup of CH3F+ ions in gas phase produced by resonant photoemission following F 1s→6a1* core excitation
of CH3F. We measured the momentum of the ionic fragments in coincidence with the F KVV Auger electrons
that show a Doppler shift reflecting the motion of the F nucleus. The correlation between Doppler shift and ion
momentum is opposite for the F+ and the CH2
+ fragments, indicating that CH2
+ is produced by electron
transfer from C to F+, after the Auger electron emission from excited moving F. This finding is rationalized by
calculations of the potential energy curves of the main states involved in the excitation and decay processes.
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Numerous essential processes in chemistry and biology
such as corrosion or photosynthesis evolve by electron trans-
fer reactions 1, i.e., an electron moves from one atom or
chemical group to another. While typical electron transfer
reactions have to be described thermodynamically because
they happen between two molecules in solution or between a
molecule in a solution and a solid electrode, in this work we
will discuss a much simpler case: electron transfer from CH3
to F+ during the breakup of CH3-F+ in the gas phase. This
C-F bond break is a archetypical candidate for electron trans-
fer because the two atoms have very different electronegative
character and therefore the CH3
+
-F configuration is lower in
energy than the starting configuration CH3-F+. For producing
CH3F+ with the vacancy localized at the F atom, we used the
excitation of a F 1s electron to the antibonding 6a1* orbital,
leading to nuclear motion, F KVV Auger decay, and fragmen-
tation 2. High resolution Auger electron-ion momentum co-
incidence spectroscopy 3,4 is used to prove that the origi-
nal location of the negative charge was at the moving F atom
and to determine the momentum of the ion that is finally
produced. Doppler effects in resonant photoemission from
molecules undergoing ultrafast dissociation 5 have been
observed in many molecules 6–8. Here we make use of
that effect to probe the dynamics during the breakup process
of the molecular ion. That is, we use the Doppler shift of
each electron to trace the speed of its emitter given by the
motion of the core hole orbital. If the Auger decay happens
after the dissociation, the valence orbitals involved move to-
gether with the core hole and the negative charge produced
in the core excited fragment necessarily stays with the emit-
ter of the Auger electron. We will show later that in the
decays considered here similar arguments can also be applied
for Auger decay happening in the molecular regime. To our
knowledge, the present work is the first experimental report
on electron transfer during fragmentation being the dominat-
ing mechanism for the production of a molecular ionic frag-
ment. The relative simplicity of the reaction allows for a
theoretical modeling of all stages of the fragmentation pro-
cess. In the case of electron transfer happening in solutions,
there are solvent molecules with enough fluctuations in their
nuclear coordinates to bridge the energy difference between
the states before and after the electron transfer. In the present
intramolecular reaction, the electron transfer happens nona-
diabatically as a jump between two potential energy surfaces
describing the electronic states before and after the transfer.
The experimental setup used for recording F KVV Auger
electrons in coincidence with mass and momentum resolved
fragment ions was described in detail elsewhere 4,9, so
only a brief account is given here. We used an electron spec-
trometer at the high resolution photochemistry beamline
27SU 10 at SPring-8 in Japan. A pass energy of 200 eV and
an instrumental resolution of about 1 eV were used. The
photon energy bandwidth was 100 meV. An ion time-of-
flight TOF spectrometer was mounted opposite the electron
spectrometer inside the vacuum chamber, ions of different
masses arriving at different times. The exact time of flight of
ions with the same mass contains the information about the
ion emission direction: emission in the direction of the ion
detector will lead to an earlier detection than emission away
from the ion detector. CH3F was introduced as an effusive
beam crossed by the synchrotron radiation. The pressure in
the vacuum chamber was 1.510−4 Pa. During the coinci-
dence experiment, all voltages of the electron spectrometer
were fixed, so only electrons in an energy interval from
644 to 659 eV were recorded. The ionizing soft x rays were
linearly polarized along the axes of the electron spectrometer
and the ion spectrometer.
We calculated diabatic potential curves of the ground
state, the core excited state, and the participator and spectator
final states, using CAS calculations with a GAMESS-PVTZ
basis set, keeping the CH3 group in the rigid geometry of the
ground state, and varying only the C-F bond distance. This
simplified model cannot yield accurate values for the kinetic
energy release of the fragments nor can it account for C-H
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bond breaks. It can, however, provide an estimate for the
dissociation time scale, vertical ionization energies, and the
information if the positive charge in the final state stays with
the F atom or not. A quite large number of spectator states
are present in the considered energy range involving two
holes in the valence orbitals 2e ,5a1 ,1e ,4a1 and one elec-
tron in 6a1* , as can be easily understood by considering
that for any configuration with three open shells two doublet
states are possible and different spatial symmetries can be
realized. Such spectator states are often very close in energy
and several avoided crossings can be present at different C-F
bond lengths among the spectator states as well as with other
excited states having different electronic configurations, in-
volving Rydberg orbitals.
Because of this, we present in Fig. 1 and Table I only the
most significant spectator labeled as S and participator di-
abatic potential energy curves PECs for a clearer view. The
labels two valence holes in Table I refer to the most impor-
tant configurations contributing to each state at the equilib-
rium distance Req. By inspecting the computed wave func-
tions and energy differences we assigned the fragments for
large R to the curves and put the corresponding labels in Fig.
1.
For the interpretation of the electron spectra it is impor-
tant to consider that the Auger decay takes place within a few
fs after the excitation and therefore close to Req=1.413 Å,
while the ion detection reflects the result of the fragmenta-
tion large R taking place in a longer time. By classical
dynamic calculations along the computed potential curve of
the core-excited state, assuming a core hole lifetime of 3.5 fs
11, we calculated the internuclear distances where 50%
1.478 Å and 90% 1.997 Å of the core hole decay has
occurred. The results are shown along the core-excited state
PEC in Fig. 1. Only for distances R2.0 Å can the F atom
be considered isolated from the CH3 remainder. Obviously
90% of the decay happens in the molecular regime. The re-
maining 10% are due to Auger decay occurring for
R2.0 Å, where an atomic F* fragment may decay to the S5
state with the potential surface almost parallel to that of the
core excited state.
To get a better agreement with the experiment the PEC of
the excited state was shifted to a vertical excitation energy of
688.0 eV. The corresponding transition vertical energies
bars are compared to the experimental electron spectrum
12,13 shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1. A good corre-
spondence is found when the calculated energy values are
scaled and shifted slightly so that lines S4 and 2e−1 coincide
with the peaks in the measured spectrum. All shifts are less
than 2 eV, as given in Table I. The assignments in Table I
and Fig. 1 differ from the ones given in Refs. 2,12 which
were based on ab initio frozen orbital calculations of the
normal Auger spectrum by Liegener 15. Using the com-
puted PEC, we get the main character of the bands and the
fragments produced, if a diabatic fragmentation dynamic is
assumed. From the calculated total kinetic energy release,
assuming an energy sharing of 15:19 for the F atom and a
rigid CH3 fragment, we calculated the kinetic energy of the
ions. The results are given also in Table I.
The coincidence experiment was performed in the limited
kinetic energy region containing only the decays to the states
S4 and S5. The main ionic fragments found were H+, C+,
CH+, CH2
+
, and F+. Figure 2 shows the spectra of the elec-
trons recorded in coincidence with these ions. The yield of
CH3
+ was negligible; so was the contribution of double ion-
ization events leading to ion pairs. Apart from H+, F+ is the
TABLE I. Auger final states and asymptotic states.
Calculated
vertical
energy
in eV Shifted
Label and
character
Asymptotic
ion and
ion energy
in eV
KER
in eV
654.830 654.071 S5: 5a1−1 1ey−1 F+ 4.80 10.876
657.430 656.530 S4: 1ex−1 1ey−1 F+ 4.80 10.876
662.117 660.962 S3: 5a1−1 2ey−1 F and CH3
*+ 7.3884
1ex−1 1ey−1 4.13
662.296 661.132 S2: 1ex−1 2ey−1 F and CH3
*+ 6.873
2ex−1 1ey−1 3.84
664.495 663.211 4a−1 F+ bound
664.877 663.573 S1: 2ex−1 2ey−1 CH3
*+ 3.10 5.548
672.255 670.550 1e−1 CH3
*+ bound
672.973 671.229 5a−1 CH3
+ 1.12 2.005
676.210 674.290 2e−1 CH3
+ bound
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FIG. 1. Upper part: Electron spectrum measured with high reso-
lution 12,13. The vertical lines show the shifted calculated vertical
energies. See the text and Table I for details. The lower part shows
the corresponding potential curves of the core excited state, the
Auger final states, and the ground state. The labels at the right
indicate the ions in the dissociation limit. The vertical lines show
the equilibrium distance and the calculated C-F distances where
50% and 90% of the Auger decay have happened.
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main ionic fragment, consistent with the fact that only the
two bands, S5 and S4, are present, both leading asymptoti-
cally to F+. H+, C+, CH+, CH2
+ are not described by our
simplified theoretical model, because their production in-
volves one or more C-H bond breaks in addition to the C-F
bond break. Nevertheless, we notice that the two electron
spectra coincident with F+ and CH2
+ are similar in shape,
both showing local maxima close to the energies of the states
S4 and S5, indicating that S4 and S5 are the dominating final
states of the Auger decay.
The gray scale maps in Fig. 3 show the correlation of the
ion time of flight i.e., the linear momentum in the direction
of the electron detection and the kinetic energy of the elec-
tron, including the Doppler shift. To visualize the Doppler
shift more clearly in the upper part of the figure we plotted
the spectra of the electrons that belong to the ions emitted
towards and away from the electron detector separately. For
electrons coincident with F+ a Doppler shift of 350 meV is
observed. The diabatic potential curves predict a kinetic en-
ergy of 4.80 eV for the F+. A fit of the time of flight profile
of the F+ ions detected in coincidence with the electrons in
peaks S4 and S5 correspond to a kinetic energy of
2.4±0.2 eV and an anisotropy of =1.90±0.1. For CH2
+ we
obtained 4.2±0.2 eV and =1.20±0.1. We consider the
agreement of the value of 4.2±0.2 eV obtained for CH2
+
with the predicted kinetic energy of 4.13 eV for the CH3
*+
fragment in the S3 band as coincidence. The theoretical treat-
ment of triple fragmentation is beyond the scope of this
work. We cannot explain the discrepancy for the F+ kinetic
energy within our one dimensional model of the nuclear dy-
namics. The absolute size of the observed Doppler effect of
350 meV is much smaller than the value of 850 meV that
belongs to the asymptotic motion 2.4 eV of F+ ions. This is
understandable, because according to our calculation most of
the ion acceleration happens after the Auger decay. On the
other hand, 350 meV is much larger than the value of about
100 meV expected from our calculation of the nuclear mo-
tion. This indicates that the dissociation is faster or the core
hole lifetime is longer than assumed. Probably both effects
contribute. A more realistic potential surface for the excited
state taking into account the conformation change in CH3
will lead to a steeper curve and thus more acceleration close
to Req. In the F 1s→* excitation one electron is put into the
* orbital that is localized on CH3. Due to the lower electron
density at F compared to core excited atomic F the Auger
decay rate might decrease.
For electrons detected in coincidence with CH2
+ a “nega-
tive Doppler shift” of −270 meV is observed. It is smaller, in
absolute value, than the one observed for F+. The negative
sign indicates that the electron was not emitted from the
CH2
+ fragment but from F moving in the opposite direction.
The smaller absolute value indicates that, in the second case,
a smaller kinetic energy was acquired by F at the moment of
Auger decay.
As mentioned above, the Auger decay happens mostly in
the molecular regime and therefore the mechanism leading to
the Doppler effects is much more difficult to understand
compared to the atomic regime where the core hole and the
valence orbitals all move with the same speed. In the ex-
treme case of molecular Auger decay a moving core hole can
be filled by an electron from a delocalized valence orbital v1
and an electron from another delocalized valence orbital v2
can be emitted. We do not know if in such a situation a
Doppler effect in the electron spectrum is possible as an
electron is removed from the delocalized orbital v2 whose
motion may not reflect the motion of the core hole. If it is
possible one could observe a similar anticorrelation of the
electronic Doppler shift and some fragments produced with-
out assuming a sequence of Auger decay and subsequent
electron transfer. A careful analysis of the charge distribu-
tion, in core excited CH3F, of the relevant orbitals around the
equilibrium geometry, where the Auger decay mostly occurs,
reveals that in the cases considered here the situation is simi-
lar to the Auger decay in the atomic regime: the * orbital
and the 2e orbital are mostly localized on the CH3 part while
the orbitals 5a1 and 1e are mostly localized on the F side.
This strong localization is also reflected in the line strengths.
The bands S4 and S5 are stronger than all other bands shown
in Table I and Fig. 1. Only for the bands S4 and S5 both
orbitals v1 and v2 are localized on the F side. In the case of
the S5 band the v1 and v2 orbitals are the 5a1 and 1e orbit-
als, in the case of the S4 band, v2 and v2 are both the e1
orbital. Therefore we can safely say that the Auger electron
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FIG. 2. Spectra of Auger electrons detected in coincidence with
different ions.
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FIG. 3. Lower part: Intensity plots of the time of flight of the ion
vs the kinetic energy of the electron detected in coincidence with
the ion. Upper part: Spectra of electrons detected in coincidence
with an ion emitted in the direction of the electron detector late
ion and away from the electron detector early ion. The average
shift between the two curves is +350±30 meV for F+ and
−270±30 meV for CH2
+
. The vertical black lines show the posi-
tions of the vertical energies of S4 and S5, the horizontal black lines
show the time of flight of F+ and CH2
+ ions with zero kinetic
energy.
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is emitted from the F fragment. As shown in Table I the
localization of the charge stays on the F side as the C-F bond
is stretched. In order to localize the charge on the CH3 side,
a transition to states that contain 2e contributions is neces-
sary.
We claim that the electrons in peaks S4 and S5 detected in
coincidence with CH2
+ are due to an Auger decay to the
curves S4 and S5, followed by nuclear and electronic rear-
rangement involving other curves like S1, S2, S3 yielding
excited CH3
+
, or more precisely CH2
+ after further fragmen-
tation instead of F+. In our model the electron transfer is
interpreted as due to a nonadiabatic transition during the
nuclear dynamics, from the S4 or S5 electronic surfaces to
lower, e.g., S1, S2, or S3 surfaces that yield F instead of F+.
The curves S1, S2, and S3 yield CH3
+
. The energy difference
between the upper and lower electronic states with different
fragmentation leads to further fragmentation within CH3
+
.
During this rearrangement an electron moves from the CH3
side to the F side. Because electron transfer cannot take place
for large C-F distances, it is likely that the CH2
+ channel
probes Auger decay happening at closer C-F distances,
where the F fragment is still slow, in agreement with the
observed smaller Doppler shift compared to the F+ channel.
Also the angular distribution of CH2
+ is different from that
of F+ =1.20 instead of =1.90. Therefore the distinction
between forward and backward ions for CH2
+ is less sharp
than for F+. This indicates that the C-H bond break and the
emission of the H atom deflects the CH2
+ ion, so its momen-
tum is not exactly opposite to F. The S4 band coincident with
F+ is a single peak, while S4 electrons coincident with CH2
+
show not only spectral broadening but also a doublet struc-
ture. The time scales of the Auger decay and the proposed
electron transfer are similar, as the electron transfer can only
happen in a range of C-F distances shorter than the one in
which Auger decay may occur. Therefore a strict two step
picture is not valid and the second step, the jump from one
potential surface to another, can influence the kinetic energy
of the Auger electron. The presence of two sets S1 and
S2,S3 of potential curves leading to CH3
*+ CH2
+ and H
with different asymptotic energy values could explain the
presence of the S4 double peak in the CH2
+ electron spec-
trum and the two different kinetic energies of the correspond-
ing CH2
+ fragments, visible as two spots in Fig. 3. Indepen-
dent of these speculations about the peak shapes, comparing
the overall intensity distribution in the gray scale maps of
Fig. 3, one can see very different features. For F+ the S5 peak
is broad and the F+ kinetic energy spread is also broad while
the S4 peak is sharp. For CH2
+ it is the opposite: the S5 peak
is relatively sharp, with a fixed fragment energy while S4 is
broad or double structured with a wide spread of the frag-
ment kinetic energy. This opposite behavior supports the
model that the F+ and CH2
+ ions originate from the same
Auger decays and compete for intensity.
Peaks similar to S4 with a kinetic energy close to
656.5 eV were observed for CF4 and SF6 14 as well. Our
coincidence measurements on CF4 and SF6 showed only
weak indications for electron transfer. In this respect CH3F is
an exceptional molecule. There is only one F atom with a
strong electronegativity attracting an electron from the less
electronegative remainder.
We have performed an electron-momentum-resolved ion
coincidence measurement for the F KVV Auger electron
emission from CH3F following the F 1s→a1* excitation. We
found that the electronic spectra that belong to the two ionic
fragments F+ and CH2
+ are similar. The analysis of the mo-
mentum correlation of the electrons and ions proves that an
electron transfer process from CH3 to the F+ during the
breakup of the molecule is responsible for the production of
CH2
+
. Our results also show that Auger decay that happens
at close internuclear distances provides information on the
momentum of the core hole via the electronic Doppler shift
of the electron. Even though this effect is theoretically diffi-
cult to describe, because it violates the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, it can be used as a tool for measuring charge
redistribution during molecular dissociation.
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